


Prompt or Source Writing

1 2
Prompt 
Writing

Text-Based
Writing

Students 
respond to a 
prompt 
without 
sources such 
as, “Explain 
your favorite 
holiday.”

Students 
respond to a 
prompt using 
information 
from provided 
sources.

Kindergarten has both incorporated into the curriculum.
First and second grade can use both.
Third through sixth grades should select the type that 
aligns with the state assessment.

Choose the type of writing that aligns with your standards.



Prompt 
Writing:
Students 
must respond 
to a given 
prompt.

Everyone has a favorite season.
Before you begin writing, think about your favorite season 
during the year.
Now explain to the reader of your paper, what season you like 
the most.



Brainstorming
Ideas

Ideas are provided to 
spark students’ 
imaginations.  
Eventually, they learn 
to form their own ideas 
from seeing so many 
wonderful examples.



Plan
The plan represents 
the paragraphs.  
Students have an 
introduction, 2 or 3 
middle paragraphs, 
and a conclusion.  The 
finished product is a 4 
or 5 paragraph essay.

Plan



A sample essay models 
writing for students. The 
writing is formulaic.  
Videos guide students 
step-by-step through 
writing their essays.  Each 
lesson follows the same 
formula allowing students 
to internalize the 
structure.

Sample



Source Writing
Students read a passage (eventually working up to multiple 
passages).  Students respond to a prompt using information from 
the passages.  A formulated process is taught for responding.

PLAN
B:      C.A.T
M:     BI1

BI2
E:      T.I.P

Sample prompt:  Read “Bullet Trains” and think about why it would be 
good to travel this way.  Now explain why a person in Japan should travel by bullet 
train.  Use the text in your answer.



Beginning/Introduction:   C  A  T

C=Catch the 
reader’s attention.
A=Ask a question.
T=Tell what you are 
writing using the 
prompt.

Beginning
Middle
End



C.A.T
Students learn different strategies.  For example, when writing about bullet trains:
Announcement Strategy
The spotlight today is on bullet trains.
Let’s blast off into the world of bullet trains.
Imagine Strategy
Imagine for a moment a train going over one hundred mph down a track. 
Everything flashes by as you look out the window.  Within minutes you 
arrive at your destination.

Ask a question.  “Have you ever ridden a bullet train?”

Tell the reader what you are writing about by using what the prompt is 
asking.
Prompt:  Now explain why a person in Japan should travel by bullet train.
“There are many reasons why a person in Japan should travel by bullet 
train.”

C

A

T



Big Ideas

Middle



Paragraph Sandwich

Middle

Students start with a transition and state the big idea.
Example:  Foremost, bullet trains save time.

Evidence and Elaborate:  Students underline facts and information from the 
passage. Students must paraphrase/quote all information.  They must 
elaborate on the information pulled from the source.

In early lessons students may only have one middle paragraph.  Later, they 
will work up to two or three middle paragraphs.



T I P
Transition then TIP!

Tell=Tell what you are writing about or 
tell your point.  “As you can see, people 
in Japan should travel by bullet train.”

Importance=Share something 
important about the topic.
“Bullet trains make travel easier.”

Punch= Powerful ending  (choose from 
packet)  “Japan is lucky to have bullet 
trains.”



Student Packets

55%

15%

Under the “Tools” tab there are packets to print for students.  These should be placed in 
a folder.  With source writing, the “Passage Book” should be 3 hole punched and placed 
in the middle prongs of the folder.  The writing packet should be stapled in the upper left 
corner and placed in the folder’s pocket.  Prompt writing only requires the writing packet.

Writing Packet
Both Source and Prompt Writing

Passage Book
Source writing only.



Grammar Tasks
Daily Dose of Grammar: 
Grades 1-6

This is a complete grammar curriculum 
that should be done daily. 

Day 1 can be done whole group or at a 
center. Show video to introduce skills.
Day 2 replay video and do independently.
Days 3-4 should be independent, but 
review answers immediately for feedback. 
Day 5 is an assessment covering the 
skills that have been taught during the 
week. 
*Can be used as a center by providing a laptop to show the 
week’s video at the center.



Grammar Tasks
Conference Folders
From the Grammar tab 
print the “Conference 
Form” and “Trouble 
Words.” Staple one to 
each side of a file folder 
for students.  Meet with 
students each month 
about a paper you have 
scored.  Write down 
areas they must work on 
and put misspelled words 
on their trouble word lists. 



Grammar Tasks
Daily Quickwrites
These can be used as 
bell-work or at a center.  
They are unstructured 
and allow students to do 
a small paragraph.  This 
is a great way to find 
grammar errors they are 
making which should be 
written in their 
conference folders.  A 
spiral notebook works 
well for quick-writes.



Grammar Tasks
Daily Paraphrasing
Under the grammar tab 
3-6th grade teachers 
can do paraphrasing 
practice if students are 
struggling with putting 
things into their own 
words.



Training

Teacher

Source

Workshop
Conferencing

Grammar
Quickwrites

Scoring

Teacher and Student Videos
Teachers watch for training purposes.  Student videos should be shown as needed.

Teacher

Prompt

Workshop 
Conferencing

Grammar
Quickwrites

Student

Source

A variety of 
videos to 
enhance 

creativity in 
essays.

Student

Prompt

A variety of 
videos to 
enhance 

creativity in 
essays.



Assessments

Assessments should be given in 
grades 3-6 to help prepare 
students for state assessments.  
Students will need 18 lessons 
before they will be ready to 
complete an independent 
assessment.



Research
Lessons
The research tab 
is for later in the 
year.  Many 
standards require 
research.  
Students will be 
guided through 
writing a research 
paper.



Thank you
This text can be replaced with your own text

INSERT THE TITLE
OF YOUR PRESENTATION HERE    

Enjoy using 
Write Bright 

in your school!


